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Abstract Surface-wave modes propagating on gels are surface elastic waves and pseudo-capillary 
waves. [Y. Onodera and P. -K. Choi, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 104, 3358-3363(1998).] A dominant 
mode is the surface elastic waves when the temperature is well below the sol-gel transition 
point. Real and imaginary parts of shear modulus can be obtained from the surface wave 
velocity and absorption on gels. Using this technique we have measured the shear modulus 
of agarose gels in the concentration range of 0.3 -I % and the frequency range of 200 -I 000 
Hz. The values of G'=IO勺が Paand G"= 102ー103Pa obtained are in agreement with that by 
the viscoelastic measurements at lower frequencies. 



















ここで Kt =K 2 PO 
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Fig. 1. Frequency dependence of surface-wave 
velocity in 0.3-1.0 % agarose gels. 
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Fig.2. Frequency dependence of surface-wave 
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Fig.3. Frequency dependence of real part of 












Fig.4. Frequency dependence of imaginary 
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Fig 5. Experimental data of shear 
ref.(4) in I% agarose gel. 
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Fig.6. Frequency dependence of shear viscosity 
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G" n=-
(JJ 
の式を用いて求めると、
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図 6が得られる。
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106, 
Shatwell, 
粘
性率は周波数とともに減少し、
存在を示唆している。
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